Ztranzit
A token that will transform logistic,
delivery, & traveling
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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

Ai-Delivery Company is based in Africa and uses
advanced blockchain technology for the transportation
of commodities from one place to another. The token
used by the company goes by the name of Ztranzit
which is positively creating job opportunities in a great
number for millions of people residing in developing
as well as developed countries.
Ztranzit is a global earning platform that is focused on
creating job opportunities for people in developing
countries. The Ztranzit platform is easily accessible
globally through an internet connection and a mobile
phone. Anyone can post a delivery request which can
be accepted by anyone within the locality.
This is done by employing peer to peer delivery system
which can easily help the delivery of requested items.
This can be employed to complete all sorts of delivery
requests. The delivery request can be of any sort such
as the delivery of items on a grocery list. The delivery
can be made by anyone available at the grocery store.
The only requirement for the delivery is that the
delivery request is made through the online system
using Ztranzit. The persons delivering the items are
awarded incentives for the delivery services and
through this system, people can easily earn by
delivering door to door with ease.
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THE UNDERLYING TECHNOLOGY

ZTNZ token is a TRC20 token developed on Tron
network/blockchain. Like the rest of blockchain assets,
the ZTNZ coin has its own value and is easily
transferable like Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin,Trx,etc.
The difference between ZTNZ and other Tron assets
is that the ZTNZ token will be utilized as a payment
method in the Ai-Delivery app and website after the
delivery of the required commodities. Another pro
feature of the ZTNZ is that it is easily convertible to
fiat currency as per the requirements of the buyer and
seller. This will be done through the Ai- Delivery app
or website where the seller will be facilitated to place
ZTNZ token adverts and the buyers will be
accommodated to purchase the tokens through bank
transactions.
This conversion feature also serves as a gateway for
new members in the digital currency space to buy
ZTNZ token directly using fiat currency (i.e. bank
transfer) and later on convert ZTNZ to other digital
cryptocurrency such as bitcoin, etc. using other
exchange.
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DISTINGUISHING FEATURES

The ZTNZ investors will be facilitated to use the tokens
for the payment of delivery of the commodities
through the ai-Delivery app since the ZTNZ tokens will
be incorporated in the app beforehand which will
allow the users to make payments through the ZTNZ
token whenever and wherever necessary. ZTNZ token
will be made available to all the users at all times which
shall increase the usability and importance of the
token.
The company intends to use the ZTNZ as the primary
payment method in all of its platforms and subsidiaries
in present as well as in the future with the growth of the
company.
The first time users or new members registering
themselves on the ai-Delivery app shall be required to
buy the ZTNZ through fiat currency which will be
further converted to ZTNZ for future payments of the
services availed through the ai-Delivery app. This will
be done to increase the usability and easy access to
the ZTNZ.
In case, the new members are not willing to buy the
ZTNZ at the time of registration on ai-Delivery app,
they can easily earn the ZTNZ by completing the
delivery requests made by the members on the AiDelivery app.
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INTRODUCING THE PERFECT SOLUTION

The aim of the ai-Delivery platform is to create job
opportunities for the common people from the
developing countries of the Asian and African
continent. The platform will provide equal
opportunities for both professional and nonprofessional members through the advanced logistic
and delivery system which is entirely focused and set
up on the peer to peer system. The main asset of the
ai-Delivery app are the members of the ZTNZ
community and due to this reason, the 60%
investment or funding of Initial Exchange Offering
(IEO) will be utilized to advertise the platform on
various advertisement platforms. The Ztranzit token
will create ease of payment around the globe for all
members.
The ai-Delivery app will help to connect the sellers and
buyers community. The sellers will be able to deliver the
requested items at a drop off location like the Uber app
which can be easily collected by the buyer. The app will
introduce features of peer to peer connection and trade
section which will help the ZTNZ community within a
particular area or location to convert the ZTNZ token to
any local currency and vice versa. This will be done to
increase the usability of the ZTNZ and encouraging the
new members to invest in ZTNZ to set up their profile
into the online system of the crypto ecosystem.
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The ai-Delivery app will contain all ingredients of the
easy and fast registration process on the ZTNZ system.
Furthermore, the verification process shall be both
online and physical which shall help in boosting the
trust of the members on the system. The prerequisites for an agent is to own a bike, motorcycle or
car ( access to public transport) for easy and secure
delivery of the items. The payment shall be done
through the escrow system. The parties involved shall
come to an agreement about the offer after
negotiation and the payment will be deposited in the
escrow system along with the fee which shall be
released after the delivery of items. The “cash on
delivery” feature will also be available to the parties
and they can utilize it if they have enough ZTNZ stored
in the app at the time of delivery to cover the escrow
fee.
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TIMELINE OF THE PROJECT

Q4 2018
- Employing team members by
encouraging the blockchain
meetups

Q1 & Q2 2020
- Business name registration process
- Setting up of the Ztranzit website
- Utilizing social media platforms such
as Twitter, Telegram and Facebook to
encourage the public to invest in the
ZTNZ through the preparation of initial
exchange offering (IEO)

Q3 & Q4 2019
- Launch of airdrop
- Launching initial exchange
offering (IEO)

Q1 2020
- List coin on other exchanges, likes of
KUCOIN, KUBTX, Live Coin, COINEX,
and Coin Market Cap (CMC), etc.
- Launch ai_Delivery website
- Beta version 1.0 App for IOS and
Android Embark on massive
advertisement, creating visibility,
and campaign for 1million
registered users

Q2 2020
- Ai-delivery website and app
updated to version 2.0

Q3 2020
- Market/business evaluation and
drawing up new roadmap.
- Release new roadmap
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TOKEN DETAILS

Contract Type: TRC20
Token Environment: (Tron Network)
Contract Address:
TH1pMQU856owNz8HgRa2gWmGTwSb8XXMkF
Tronscan Address URL Link: ZTNZ explorer:

https://tronscan.org/#/token20/TH1pMQU856owNz8HgRa
2gWmGTwSb8XXMkF
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

The maximum limit for the Ztranzit token will be
3,000,000 (three million) out of which 1 million Ztranzit
tokens will be secured with the company for a period
of 4 years for any future development projects or
advancement.
The development team will be granted 400,000 ZTNZ
tokens which shall remain locked for a period of 2
years and will only be allowed to be distributed after
the completion of 2 years. The company shall use
100,000 ZTNZ for the promotion and advertisement
of the ZTNZ. 10% discount offer shall be available to
the 1,500,000 ZTNZ which will mark up to $0.40 per
ZTNZ token in the Initial Exchange Offering (IEO) which
will enable ten percent profit before trading
commerce.
Here are some details about the token distribution:
IEO price $0.40
IEO discount 10% to all buyers
Minimum to buy 100 ZTNZ
Total circulating supply - 1,600,000
Total locked for 2 years and above - 1,400,00
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION TABLE

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION CHART

Competition and Promotion
3%
Development Team
13%

Initial Exchange Offering
50%

Company Holdings
34%
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MEET THE DREAM TEAM

The following three brains are behind this innovative
idea:

Augustine Martins

Kyari Jonah

Elvis Bamaiyi
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THE END RESULT

The funds raised during Initial Exchange Offer will be
utilized on projects such as listing of ZTNZ, IOS and
Android App building, Promotional and marketing
campaigns, securing partnership deals, setting up of
offices across major cities and countries, employment
of staff, etc. We appreciate your support and will do
our best to maintain the transparency and
accountability to the community.

OUR COMMUNITY
The Ztarnzit community is growing day by day on the
popular social media. We would appreciate your
interest in the ZTNZ community and hope for you to
join our community soon.

CONT A CT DET A ILS
Web site: h ttps: // ztr an zit. io
Email : admin @ z tr an zi t. io

You can contact us anytime!
Follow the links below to join our online community pages
on Facebook, Twitter and Telegram. We are open to
suggestions, sponsorship, and partnerships. You can
contact using the following:

© This document is a property of Ztranzit, and can only
be used by authorized persons. It should not be
reproduced or stored without the written or verbal
consent of Ztranzit.io and its owners.

